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Fourth-order nonlinear evolution equations,which are a good starting point for the study of
nonlinear water wavesas first pointed out by Dysthe [ Proc. R. Sot. London Ser. A 369, 105
( 1979)] and later elaboratedby Janssen[J. Fluid Mech. 126, 1 ( 1983)1, are derived for a
deep-watersurfacegravity wave packet in the presenceof a secondwave packet. Here it is
assumedthat the spacevariation of the amplitude takes place only in a direction along which
the group velocity projection of the two wavesoverlap. Stability analysisis made for a uniform
Stokeswave train in the presenceof a secondwave train. Graphs are plotted for maximum
growth rate of instability and for wave number at marginal stability against wave steepness.
Significant deviations are noticed from the results obtained from the third-order evolution
equationswhich consist of two coupled nonlinear Schrodingerequations.

1. INTRODUCTION

The most successfulapproach of studying the stability
of finite-amplitude surface gravity waves in deep water is
through the application-of the lowest-order nonlinear evolution equation, which is the nonlinear Schrtidingerequations.
This analysis is suitable for small wave steepnessand for
long-wavelength perturbations. But for wave steepness
greater than 0.15 predictions from the nonlinear Schr6
dinger equation do not agreewith the exact result of Longuet-Higgins.*v2Dysthe3 has shown that a stability analysis
madefrom a fourth-order nonlinear evolution equationthat
is oneorder higher than the nonlinear Schriidinger equation
gives results consistent with the exact results of LonguetHiggins1*2and with the experimental results of Benjamin
and Feir4 for wave steepnessup to 0.25. The fourth-order
effectsgive a surprising improvement comparedto ordinary
nonlinear Schrijdinger effectsin many respects,and someof
these points have been elaboratedby Janssen.’ The dominant new effect that comes in the fourth order is the influenceof wave-inducedmean flow and this producesa significant deviation in the stability character. From theseit can be
concluded that a fourth-order evolution equation is a good
starting point for studying nonlinear effectsin surfacegravity waves. Deviations of fourth-order nonlinear evolution
equations for deep-water surface gravity waves, including
different effectsand stability analysesmadefrom them, were
done by severalauthors.“-’
All these analysesmade by the above-mentionedauthors are for a single wave. Stability analysis of a surface
gravity wave in deepwater in the presenceof a secondwave
hasbeenmadeby Roskes9basedon the lowest-order nonlinear evolution equation, which consistsof two coupled nonlinear Schrodinger equations. In his investigation modulational perturbation Is restricted to a direction along which
group velocity projections of the two wavesoverlap and it is
argued that the modulation will grow at a faster rate along
this direction when O<B< 70.Y, where19is the anglebetween
the two propagation directions of two waves.

The sameanalysis performed by Roskes’ is made here
starting from fourth-order nonlinear evolution equations.
Two coupledfourth-order nonlinear evolution equationsare
derived for a surfacegravity wave in deepwater that propagatesin the presenceof a secondwave. It is supposedthat the
spacevariation of the amplitude takes place in a direction
alongwhich group velocity projection of the two wavesoverlap. Stability analysis is made for the casewhen the amplitude of the two wavesare the same.The maximum growth
rate of instability and wave number at marginal stability are
derived and graphs are drawn for theseexpressionsagainst
wave steepness.Significant deviations are noticed from the
results obtained from the third-order evolbtion equations
which consist of two coupled nonlinear Schrijdinger equations.
In the evolution equations ( 19) and (20) the Hilbert
transform terms vanish for 0 = 180”and theseHilbert transform terms correspondto the wave-inducedmean flow. So
for this valueof f3there is no fourth-order contribution in the
expressionsfor maximum growth rate and wave number at
marginal stability.
II. BASIC EQUATIONS

We take the free surfacein the undisturbed state as the
z = 0 plane. We considerthat the two wavesmove in the x-y
plane with wave numbers k, and k, , respectively.We take
the x axis in a direction along which group velocity projections of the two wavesoverlap and considerthe modulations
only along this line. Let z = [(x,y,t) be the equation of the
freesurfaceat any time tin the perturbedstate.We introduce
the dimensionlessquantities 9 *, g *, (x*,y*,z*), t * which
are, respectively, the perturbed velocity potential in water,
elevation of the free surface, space coordinates and time.
These dimensionless quantities are related to the corresponding dimensional quantities by the following relations:
p*=,lmq,
(x*,y*,z*)

5*=M
= (k,x,k,y,k,z),

t* = wt,

-

(1)
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where k, is some characteristic wave number. In the future
all these quantities will be written in their dimensionless
form but with the asterisks dropped.
The perturbed velocity potential ~1,from which perturbed velocity LIof water can be obtained from the relation
u = Vp, satisfiesthe following Laplace equation:
V$=O
in- CO<xc{.
(2)
The kinematic boundary condition to be satisfied at the free
surface is

JP ac a air JP al
---s-*-.-+----F
az

at

ax ax

ay ay

where z = {.

(3)
The condition of continuity of pressure at the free surface
gives
a9

-rg- + g=

- t

(Vp)",

when z = 6.

Also, QIshould satisfy the following condition:
pi-0 as z--t - c~1.
(51
We look for solutions of the above equations in the form
G =

Go0 +

+

CT&

f$
2
PZ=On==O
m=lZ#C
exp

-

[,Gmn

WY,

exp

GmY,

+ nY,

1

+ nY2 )I,

(6)

where
Yv, = k.xx f k,g - 01 t, ‘42 = 4x.x -I- kzyv - wzL
(71

and G stands for 40and & Here, yl,, , qa,, , p $, are slowly
varying functions of z, X, .=i 6x, y, = Ey, t, = Et; j,, c,,,
ffR are functions ofX, , yl, f, . Here * denotescomplex conjugate, E is a slow ordering parameter.
The linear dispersion relations are given by
w: - (k:, f k~$“=O,
(81
w: - (kg, + k&J’” = 0.
We consider the simplifying assumption that the wave
numbers /k, / = @jx
and /k2 1= dEz=
are
the sameand let this common wave number be equal to k. ,
the characteristic wave number. Thus we have
and the linear dispersion relation (8)
k=]k,[=Ikz\=k,
then becomes
co2-k=O,
(9)
Also, we have k = 1 and the linear dispersion relation
determining w ~0 becomes
A(o) =w= -- 1 = 0.
(10)~
111.DERIVATION OF THE EVOLUTION EQUATIONS

On substituting the expansion (6) in (2) and equating
for
the
coefficients
of
exp ilmY t + nY, 1
tm,n> = [(1,0),(0,1,,(2,0~),(0,2),Cl,l),(l,
- 1)1,-w obtam the following equations:
(llj
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where A,, is an operator given by
j a 2
A mnE.Z mk,, + rzkzx- E----I(
ax1 1
+ mk,, + nk, - iEd ’ “‘.
(
ay, )I
The solution of these equationssatisfying boundary condition (5), can be put in the form
(121
97mll = ri,, exp(A,,zj,
are
functions
ofx,
)
y,
,
and
t,
.
where ;P,,
For the sakeof conveniencewe take the Fourier transform of Eq. (2) for (m,nj = (O,O). The solution of this
transformed equation becomes
(13)
$& = Xrn expxp(
YEfz&
where pm is the Fourier transform of 9’oodefined by
G-3e
i;ii, I=
4700exp[ Mb
-!- &ul
ISJ
--m
- Zt, 1jdx, dy, dr, s
(141
where f ’ = &Ef + ii-:) and Xm are functions of I?,, KY,
and Z.
On substituting the expansions (cij in the Taylorexpanded form of Eqs. (3) and (4) about z = 0 and then
for
equating coefficients of exp i(mY, + nY, j
Cm,n>= [il,OLW);
W),(O,2), (Ll),tL - 1); (O,O)l
on both sides,we obtain the sevensetsof equations, in which
we substitute the solutions for qmn given by ( 12) and i 13j .
For the sakeof conveniencewe take the Fourier transform of
the set of equations corresponding to m = n = 0. The sets
of equations corresponding to (m,n) = [ ( l,Oj,[O,l) 1,
(m,nj = [(2,Ctj,(O,2j,(l,lj,(l,ij], Im,n) = (0,Oj will
be called, respectively, the first, second, and third sets. To
solvethe abovethree setsofequations we make the following
perturbation expansionfor the quantities A mn,j-,, for above
values of (m,n ) :

K,,, = 2 PE,,,
iJ=l

for Cm,nf = [(l,Oj,(O,lj],

Emn ‘- $; @EmniJ

(15)

for bw-29 = [(2,O),CO,2)!r,l),cl,

- MOtOI],

where E,, stands for A,, , j,,,, .
On substituting the expansions ! 15) in the above three
sets of equations and then equating coefficients of various
power of 6 on both sides,we obtain a sequencesof equations.
From the first-order (i.e., lowest order) and secondorder equations corresponding to (3 j of the first set of equations we obtain solutions for Alal, J,, , and A,, , , &,, , respectively. Next,~ from the first-order and second-order
equations corresponding to ( 3) and (4) of the secondset of
equations, we obtain solutions for A,,; A 203,&&, j,,, ; A,,, ,
A023, 5022,
*
!&23; A 112s A 113~-9*,2t S,ra; Al-12%‘%-13%~*-12*
j,-,, . Finally, from the fnst-order equations corresponding
to Eqs. (3) and (4) ofthe third set of equations we obtain
A. K. Dhar and K. P. Das
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solutions for A,, , cmZ and from the second-order equations
corresponding to (4) of the third set of equations we obtain a
solution for cm3. The equations corresponding to (4) of the
first set of equations, which has not been used in obtaining
the aboveperturbation solutions, can be put in the following
convenient forms after eliminating A,, :

[b++r-ho]<,,
= --i(w+IE-$)alo

-Al,,~,o,

(16)

where alo, cloy sol, co1 are contributions from nonlinear
terms.
We keep terms up to order e“ in Eqs. ( 16) and ( 17) and
then substitute solutions for various perturbed quantities appearing on its right-hand sides and, finally, using the transformations
g=x* -v*t,,
r=q,
(18)
where v is the component of group velocity of any one of the
two waves along the x axis and is given by
v = ,,($

(-f$

* = cos:8w/2)

(

[(@+i+p%+ol
= -ii(w+k-$)a,,

&cl
i-d-y,,
al-

-Ao,cOI,

3
~a2<1+@,2~=5,(B,,l~~l”+P,21~21”)
+~~,l~lET~+i~125~~
;;
%-’

+
and
i%+y**

This (dw/dk) k = , has been obtained from Eq. (9).
Writing {I = CLolf- 41~~~iC2= &II + dCo12we obtain
the following fourth-order evolution equationsfor S1and gZ:

J212

-

a{’

+

.

a3c2

v12

-

x3

a<:
z + i4351S2
-+mf$
&f
K2

i&25152*

= ~2:2(P121f~12+P111~212) +41C2tTa’2 z

+ ~41~2;,5t

($I!3 +/mf-g
+ h2S2

+ fA25;CTt$ + i4,C2;,5,
~%T +/LtlH$
45

a51

--j-f

(&gp,

(19)

(S*5T>,

(20)

2 X?
~+U,dl~?~

cs2!cz>

+/42x$

c
where 61 is the angle between k, - (k,,,k,,,) and
kz = (k,,,k, ); His the Hilbert’s transform g&n by

H(y)=L?r 9 J-eCmy$“ff’ ,
5' -s

(21)

and where the coefficients
y1 1, y12, PI 1, P12, a, 1, a12, A,, ,
il,, , il,, , and p are given in the Appendix.
If we replace g, by g, /2 and & by c2/2 in the evolution
equations ( 19) and (20)) then the coefficients of third-order
terms becomethe sameas those of the corresponding coefficients of Roskes.gAlso, for 8 = 0 and in the absenceof the
second wave, the coupled equations reduce to a single equation that becomesequivalent to J3q.(2) of Janssen.5

IV. STABILITY ANALYSIS

Equations ( 19) and (20) admit the Stokes wave solution
g1 = (a,/2) exp(iAw,r),
(22)
j2 = (a,/21 exp(iAw,T),
where a, and a2 are real constants and the nonlinear frequency shifts Aw, and Aw, are given by
Aa, = - ~(&a:

+P12a: 1,

(23 1

Ao2 = - #3,,a~

+B12af 1.

(24)

These two expressionsfor frequency shifts become the same
as that of Longuet-Higgins and Phillips” if in their equa-

tions we set gI = a2 = w,P = 180 - B/2, and introduce the
correction noted by Willebrand.”
To study modulational stability of thesewave trains we
introduce the following perturbations in the uniform solution:
Cl = (a,/2)(1
C2 =

+%;I expi(Aw,r+e;),

(a,D)(l +CI) expi(Aw,r+e;),

(25)
(26)

where 5 ; , {;,8 ; , and 8 ; are small perturbations of amplitudes and phases,respectively.
We insert (25) and (26) into (19) and (20) and then
linearize with respect to 6 ; , e;,c;,ande;
toobtainfour
linear equations for the four latter quantities. Next, assuming the time dependenceof thesequantities to be of the form
exp( - ifi’~) and taking the Fourier transform of the four
linear equations with respect to 5, we obtain four algebraic
equations for the four quantities 5 ;, 3 ;, 5;) and 3 ;, which
are the Fourier transforms of 5 ; ,8 ; , c ;, and 8 ;, respectively, defined by
cmc,u%)
==&

s :,

(5:,e;,w;)

ew( -i43dc.

(27)

The condition for the existenceof a nontrivial solution to the
abovefour algebraic equations gives the following nonlinear
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FIG. I. hkximum growth rate yM as a function of dimksionless wave
steepnessIX.----: third-order result; -:
fourth-order result.

dispersion relation,

where we assume that

the amplitudes of

thetvzo modesare equal (a, = a2 = a):
[Fl + (a”/$) (a,, + al2 ,f AlI -+-4, f 4, )A ]
X [Fl -I- (aZ/4> (aI1 - aI2 + 41 + 42 - 43 )A ]
=F2 [Fz + (d/2)(&*

CBr2

- W&],

(28)

where
p, = i-2- ??A+ y& j,

09)

sj2 =y**A2,

(30)

and d’T%
= Sz’ f CM. Solving

3024
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S’fable

FIG. 2. PIat of perturbed wave number/z at marginal stability against dimensionlesswave steepnessa. ----: third-order resuIt; -:
fourth-order
result,

F*= -

[a,%,,

CA*, +A,&/45

& IF2 [F2 + (a2/2fU311 -i-PI2 - $.dl]Ys
(311
For instability
F2 [r’;, -4-(a2/2Wl, I-& - &it,] ~0.
(321
This condition is met when B lies either in 0.~6 < 70.5”or in
136.1”c S< 180”.The maximum growth rate of instability
yM for 19lying within O<B< 70.5”is
3/M= [(IA
XC1

I f IA2
-

[Pqml&,,,

Ijar”/41
+

I/3,2fl]3,
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In the evolutionequations ( 19) and (20) the Hilbert
transform terms vanish for 0 = 180”and sofor this value of 8
there is no fourth-order contribution in the expressionsfor
maximum growth rate and wave number at marginal stability.

where y = - yl, > 0 and the same for 8 lying within
136.1”<8<18o”is
~‘~=[(IP,zI-[P~,l)~/4][1+(~~~~)]~(34)
where6= IP121- lPll I>O.
At marginal stability we have

V. CONCLUSION

F2 [=Fz+ (a2/2)(P,, +p,2 -44]
=o -and the wave number il at marginal stability is given by
3, = J?izFlP1*

In the Introduction it has beenmentioned that a fourthorder evolution equation is a good starting point for studying
nonlinear effectsin surface gravity waves. In view of this we
havemade a stability analysisof a surfacegravity wave packet in the presence of a second wave packet, starting from
fourth-order evolution equations for this system.Our results
show considerable deviation from the results obtained from
the lowest-order evolution equation, which has beenconsidered by Roskes.9This deviation is due to the effect of waveinduced mean flow, which comes at the fourth order. This
wave-induced mean flow correspondsto the terms involving
Hilbert transforms in Eqs. ( 19) and (20). These two terms
vanish for -13= 180” and so for this value of 8 there is no
fourth-order contribution in stability character.

I VW

IPllI + I& I>1)

x Cl - [pq/w
for 0<8 < 70.5”

(35)

and
A =J-mY,,

,a[ 1+ @4PiGa]

for 136.1”<8<180”.
(36)
If we putp = 0, then Eqs. (33) and (34) reduce to the corresponding equations of Roskes.’
In Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) the maximum growth rate yM of
instability and in Figs. 2 (a) and 2 (b) the wave number R at
marginal stability have been plotted against dimensionless
wave steepnessczfor somedifferent valuesof 8. Thesegraphs
show deviations from the results obtained from the thirdorder evolution equations and the deviations become very
significant when 8 lies in the range 0~19< 70.5”.
.

APPENDIX: THE COEFFICIENTS
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a

-4[cos’(8/2)

11= - 6 cos (e/2),

J,,, =+

I
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yll = A[2 - 3 cos2(e/2)1,
y,2 _
-- cos (o/2) [6 sin’ (e/2) -co? (e/2)1

42 =
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- cos (e/2),
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(
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- 21
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>

- 2 cos (en)]

1
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>
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- [(2cos’~+2cos+
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+
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>
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2
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1 8,
>
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2
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>
+sin2 (e/2) -220s
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+2sin2i
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+
2
5

1
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2
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-
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-

(

2~0~~8/2)[2~~s~(8/2)-~0~cB/2~+2~[1+sin*!8/2~-2~s~e/2))
[cos (d/2) - 21

2cos+sin2$cros6+
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e
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2
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1
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